Volunteering Opportunity
Throughout their first year, Electrical and Electronic Engineering (EEE) students work in groups to design and develop an automated vehicle. The vehicles then undergo a series of challenges at the annual EEE Year 1 project showcase, to see if they are able to reach certain speeds and achieve required stopping distances.

We’re looking for enthusiastic volunteers to act as judges at the showcase and oversee the competitions. The showcase gives alumni and employers the chance to find out about new course changes and the enhanced practical experience the students gain as a result.

It is an excellent opportunity to speak to students in an informal setting early on in their university career.

No specific training required.

When does the opportunity take place?
Date: Friday 5 April 2019
Time: 12.30 – 4pm
Location: Engineering and Science Learning Centre Foyer, University of Nottingham

Who will suit this opportunity?
We’re looking for enthusiastic volunteers who:

- Have knowledge and an appreciation of the Electrical and Electronic Engineering course
- Are able to talk to students either individually or as groups to discuss different aspects of the project and the vehicle design
- Can give judging feedback that is constructive and emphasise positive aspects
- Can offer encouragement and positive suggestions for improvements

Who will benefit from your contribution?
This event is for Year 1 Electrical and Electronic Engineering students.

Interested?
Please fill out a quick application form and a member of the team will then be in touch to discuss the opportunity further.

Volunteering Opportunity
Judge - Electrical and Electronic Engineering Year 1 project showcase
Task manager – name and contact details
Louise Tepper, Electrical and Electronic Engineering Department Coordinator louise.tepper@nottingham.ac.uk

Number of opportunities
5